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A three dimensional, second order finite difference method was used to create synthetic 
seismograms for elastic wave propagation in heterogeneous media. These synthetic seismograms are 
used to model rough seafloor, the shallow crust, or complex structural and stratigraphic settings with 
strong lateral heterogeneities. The finite difference method is preferred because it allows models of 
any complexity to be generated and includes all multiple scattering, wave conversion and diffraction 
effects. The method uses a fully staggered grid as developed by Virieux (1986). Wavefront snapshots 
and time series output allow the scattering and focussing of different wave modes with direction to 
be visualized . 
The extensive calculations required for realistic size models stretches the resources of serial 
computers like the VAX 8800. On the Connection Machine, a massively parallel computer, the 
finite difference grid can be directly mapped onto the virtual processors, reducing the nested time 




Most computers used today are based on the von Neuman (serial) architecture. Serial computers 
have a single central processing unit (CPU) and memory; data from memory is passed to the CPU 
one data element at a time and instructions are executed in sequence. These computers are termed 
single-instruction , single-datastream (SISD) architecture since one instruction at a time is executed 
on a single data item. Although the efficiency of SISD computers may be enhanced by hardware 
techniques such as pipelining and vector processors, the time required to complete computationally 
intensive programs is often prohibitive. 
Parallel systems can be grouped into two broad categories: single-instruction , multiple-datastream 
(SIMD) and multiple-instruction, multiple-datastream (MIMD) . SIMD computers are characterized 
by a large number of simple processors, each with its own )ocal memory connected by a network com-
munications system. MIMD computers typically have a smaller number of conventional processors 
with shared memory which execute portions of a program concurrently. 
In an application such as synthetic seismograms, which requires both large volumes of data 
and extensive calculations, the time required to cycle all the data through one CPU places severe 
limitations on the size of models which can be run on a serial computer. This report documents the 
procedure used to implement a software system to compute 3-dimensional synthetic seismograms 
by the finite differences method on the Connection Machine, a SIMD computer. The advantage of 
parallel processing on a SIMD computer is that each node of the 3D model can be assigned to a 
single processor. Calculations are then performed simultaneously on all grid points. An operation 
which would normally be performed within a repetitive loop is replaced by a single operation on 
many processors acting in parallel. 
Two dimensional synthetic seismogram models were previously coded in FORTRAN 77 to run 
on VAX 11/780, VAX 8800, Cyber 205 and Cray XMP-12 computers (Hunt and Stephen, 1986). A 
FORTRAN 77 program for a three-dime.nsionalsolution to the elastic wave equation by the method 
of finite differences, which runs on the VAX 8800, was used as the basis for the parallel programs 
written in C*. The parallel program is called wave...3d. 
1.1 The Connection Machine 
The Connection Machine (CM) is a massively parallel computer developed by Thinking Ma-
chines, in Cambridge, MA. Massively parallel, or fine-grain computers have many simple processors, 
each with its own local memory. The Connection Machines used in this project are located at 
the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Connection Machine Facility and at the Northeast Paral-
lel Architectures Center (NPAC) at Syracuse University. NRL bas two CM-2 machines, one with 
8k processors (Bambi) and one with 16k processors (Godzilla). NPAC also has two Connection 
Machines, a 32k CM-1 (CUBE) and a 32k CM-2 (SON-OF-CUBE). 
The Connection Machine processors are divided into groups of 8k or 16k processors. A single 
Connection Machine can have one, two or four groups of processors. The 16k NRL CM-2 has two 
groups of 8k processors; the NPAC 32k CM-2 has 4 groups of 8k processors. Each group of processors 
is associated with a sequencer which interprets the instructions sent by a front-end computer . In 




















ERROR 29 OPENING FILE CBXZ .PAR 
ISTAT= 29 
ENTER HH,NN,ND,DELZ 
64,64,0 , 50 
ENTER TIHESTEP 
200 
ENTER TOP FILE EXTENT 
DIV 
ENTER BOTTOM FILE EXTENT ("N" FOR NO) 
CRL 
FILE OPENED: CBXZ0200 .DIV 
FILE OPENED: CBXZ0200 . CRL 
ENTER REDUCE FACTOR 
1 
1 
ENTER RANGE HIN,HAX (POINTS) 
1,64 
1 64 
ENTER~EPTH HIN,HAX (POINTS) 
1 ,64 
1 64 
ENTER CLIPPING HIN,HAX VALUES 
-0 . 01,0 . 01 
CLIPPING VALUES= -9 . 9999998E- 03 9 . 9999998E- 03 
EHTER ANNOTATION FOR TITLE 
<<< hit return here >>> 
OUPUT TO WORKSTATION MOliTOR? (Y/1) 
Y <<< use the vorkstation mouse to manipulate the menus >>> 
HEW COLOR HAP ? (Y/N) 
H 
RESCALE ? (Y/N) 
I 
































0. j2 . at . .16 . .1B . ~ . .1.12 • j_ 
RANGE (km) 
Section along the x-z plane at time step 200 of 3-dimensional 
synthetic seismogram calculated with program wave....3d. The 
model calculated is shown in figure 2. Image displayed on microVAX 
workstation using program SNAPSHOT. 








4. ex to exit ftp from the WHOI VAX, (bye to exit from the UNIX front-ends) 
4.5 Debugging C* Code 
Debugging the parallel portions of a C* program can be difficult. It is generally best to start 
with a simple model and print out intermediate values for selected processors. If a printf statement 
is used within a parallel context, it must be immediately followed with : 
t!lush(stdout); 
This will ensure that all buffered data is sent to the output stream before parallel commands are 
executed. 
Section 5.3.3 of the Connection Machine System C* User 's Guide explains how to run C* pro-
grams with the dbx debugger. 
4.6 Compile and link CM programs 
Source code to be run on the CM should have the file extent . cs and header files should have 
the extent .hs. Figure 10 illustrates compilation of wave-3d on the NRL and NPAC front-end 
computers. 
To compile and link a C* program to run on the NRL Connection Machine (the NRL C* library 
is installed as nrlcstar) : 










sets the flag for the optimizer 
causes double precision calculations to be flagged 
causes the executable file to be named progna.me 
is the C* source code file 
links the progr~ with the NRL C* library 
links the program with the frame buffer library 
the UNIX command for running in the background 
To compile and link a. C* program to run on the NPAC Connection Machine (the NRL C* library 
routines are local): 
cmx~ cs -0 -w -o progname progname.cs nd..grid.o fb.o & 
4. 7 Running a C* program on the Connection Machine 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure lOa - Example of compiling wave..3d on the NRL cmsun front-end 
cmsunY. cs -0 -w -o wave..3d wave..3d.cs -lnrlcstar & 
[1] 18467 
wave_3d.cs: c•-compiling => wave_3d •. c 
C• Compiler Version 5 . 0.21 
"wave_3d.cs", line 98 : warning : Under:flow :from :floating-point literal 0 . 0. 
"wave_3d.cs", line 98 : warning: Under:flow :from :floating-point literal 0 .0. 
"wave_3d. cs" , line 100: warning : Under:flow :from :floating-point literal 0 . 0. 
"wave_3d.cs" , line 977: warning : Under:flov :from :floating-point literal 0 . 0 . 
wave_3d.cs: C-compiling wave_3d .. c 
Linking 
[1] Done cs - 0 -w - o vave_3d wave_3d.cs -lnrlcstar 
cmsunY. 
Figure lOb- Example of compiling wave..3d on the NPAC cmx front-end 
cmxY. cs -0 -w -o wave..3d wave..3d.cs nd..grid.o fb.o & 
[1] 5996 
cmxY. vave_3d . cs : c•-compiling => vave_3d • • c 
C• Compiler Version 5 . 0 




Done cs - 0 -w - o wave_3d vave_3d. cs nd_grid . o :fb .o 
Figure 10: Compilation of wave..3d 
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cmsun% cmattach -b 0.95 -p nprocs -v nvprocs -i interface progname > output...file & 
To run a program on the NPAC Connection Machine: 










causes 95% of the memory per virtual processor (vp) to be available (default 
is 0.75) 
attach nprocs CM processors; legal values for nprocs: 4k or 8k for BAMBI, 
(default is 4k) 8k or 16k for GOD ZILLA (default 8k) 8k, 16k or 32k for 
SON-OF-CUBE (default 8k) 
configure the CM to have nvprocs virtual processors (must be at least the 
number of physical processors allocated) 
attaches the CM via interface 0 (BAMBI) or interface 1 (GODZILLA) on 
NRLCM 
attaches to the CM named 'CM..name' (use -C S for SON-OF-CUBE at 
NPAC) 
your executable C* program 
file containing log of batch session 
causes program to run in the background 
The Connection Machine System C* User's Guide (section 4.3) includes instructions for executing 
C* programs interactively. 
4.8 Re-configuring wave_3d 
The wave...3d program is currently configured for models with dimensions 64x64x64, which is 
the largest model that will run on a 16k Connection Machine. The 32k Connection Machine at 
NPAC can accomodate a model with dimensions 64x128x64. To change the model dimensions in 
the wave...3d program: 
1. edit the header file wave...3d.hs and modify any or all of the following lines (note that model 










2. re-compile the wave...3d program (refer to section 4.6) 
cmx% cs -0 -w -o wave...3d wave...3d.cs nd...grid.o fb.o & 
3. edit xmodel.dat to incorporate the new model parameters 
25 
4. attach and run the program, making the appropriate changes to the cmattach parameters 
(refer to section 4. 7) 
cm.x% cmattach -b 0.95 -p 32k -v 512k -C S wave..3d > wave..3d.out & 
5 Frame Buffer 
The Connection Machine graphic display system consists of a framebuffer and a high resolut ion 
color monitor. The framebuffer contains a display memory capable of storing an image 2048 by 
1024 pixels with three eight-bit color buffers and a four-bit overlay buffer. The color monitor has a 
resolution of 1280 by 1024 pixels. Since the display memory can store more pixels than the monitor 
can display, pan and zoom operations are supported. 
The CM graphic display system allows each virtual processor to be mapped to a pixel on the color 
monitor. As values from the virtual processors are written to the display memory, the image on the 
monitor changes. For the 3D synthetic seismograms, a 2-dimensional plane is selected (for example, 
the xz plane) and 'slices' through the model are displayed at selected time steps in 'real-time'. 
The framebuffer is normally accessed via C/PARIS (Connection Machine PARallel Instruction 
Set) calls. The wave..3d program uses the NRL C* library fb which is a collection of functions 
used to display pixels on the framebuffer (see Appendix A). To use these functions in a C* program, 
include the header file : 
#include ":fb . cs" 
and link with the library: -lnrlcstar (if using NRL Connection Machine) or :fb . o (if using NPAC 
Connection Machine). 
6 DataVault 
The Data Vault is a 5-Gigabyte mass storage system which provides a data parallel file system 
for the Connection Machine. Data can be transferred to and from the CM-2 in parallel at high speed 
( 40 megabytes per second) or it can be read and written directly from the front-end without using 
the CM-2. 
The amount of memory per processor and the number of physical processors on the Connection 
Machine constrains the maximum size of the 3D model that can be computed. 
In order to calculate 3D synthetic seismograms for models with dimensions of 128x128x128 
(actual dimensions 124xl28x124 with overlap), the model can be divided into four segments with an 
overlap of 4 grid points (figure 11 ). Each segment can be copied to a temporary file on the Data Vault 
at each time step. Preliminary calculations indicate that approximately 2 seconds per time step are 












Three-dimensional model divided into four segments; each segment has di-
mensions 64x128x64. The segments overlap four grid points in the x- and z-
directions, giving total model dimensions of 124x128x124. At every time step, 
the variables calculated for each segment will be stored on the DataVault. 
Figure 11: Segmentation of large model using Data Vault 
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Appendices 
A NRL cstar library 
The NRL cstar library consists offunctions written to provide a simple interface to many of the 
Connection Machine features that can only be accessed directly via C/Paris. The library modules 
were written to solve specific problems encountered by users at NRL. A full description of the library 
can be found in the README file located in the nrl-cstar-lib directory on the NRL and NPAC 
front-end computers (cmvax, cmsun and cmx). 
The NRL C* library resides on the NRL front-end computers in the directory: 
/cm-lights/library/nrl-cstar-lib 
On the NPAC front-end computer, the NRL C* library is located in the directory: 
/public/cm-lights/nrl-cstar-lib 
A.l N-dimensional grid 
The finite differences method uses many 'nearest-neighbor' calculations. Although C* supports 
a NEWS package to perform nearest neighbor calculations in two dimensions, this package currently 
does not support three-dimensional NEWS communications. The nd..grid module of the NRL C* 
library provides fast nearest neighbor communications on N-dimensional grids (up to 8 dimensions). 
For more information on the NRL C* n-dimensional grid library(figure 12): 
cmx% cd fpublic/cm-lights/nrl-cstar-lib/nd...grid 
cmx% more README 
A.2 Framebuffer 
The NRL C* library module fb is a simple interface to the high speed, high resolution CM 
graphics display system. This module consists of functions to initialize the framebuffer, set up a 
color table, and display pixels on the color monitor. 
For more information on the NRL C* framebuffer library (figure 13): 
cmx% cd fpublic/cm-lights/nrl-cstar-lib/fb 
cmx% more README 
B cmusers group 
NRL supports a users' forum for exchanging questions, ideas and experiences among program-





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































US mal I : 
Phone; 





Naval Research Lab 
Code 5150 
Washington, O.C. 20375-5000 
(202) 404-7019 
TMC (Site Rep at NRL) 
Those functions are used to display pixels on tho framobuffor . 
Usage : 
Tho framobuffor is first Initialized, then tho color map can be sat, 
pixels displayed and finall y tho framobuffer ro loaaod . 
Syntax: 
void init_framo_buffor(int x_aizo , In\ y_sizo) ; 
Example: 
init_frame_buffer(512, 512); 
Attach the framobuffer and configure It so that the re are 512 pixels 
horizontally and 512 pixels vertically. 
Syntax: 
set_calor(int calar_ld , lnt red, in\ green , In\ blue); 
Example : 
aet_colar(100 , 128, 0 , 128); 
Sot the calor map ao that tho color 100 Ia dark purple. The default 
calor map is gray scale from 0 (black) , to 255 (white) . 255 colora can 
be aot. Rod , green, and blue can each range from 0 to 255 gi ving a total 
of 16 million possible shades. Color 0 ia the background color , ao i t ia 
usuall y a good Idea to leave It black (rod-0, groen-0, blue-0). 
·Example ; 
for (i-0; i<25 ; I++) aot_color(i+200, 1•10, 0, 250- i•10); 
Sat the color map values from 200 through 224 to range from br ight 
blue (value 200) to bright red (value 224) with progressive ehadee 
of purple between . 
Syntax: 
plot_from_grid(unaigned char color) ; 
Example : 
unsigned char hoot; 
plot_from_grld(hoat); 
Each selected processor updates a single pixel to the color specified by 
the variable 'hoot '. The pixels updated ore the ones with the some x, y 
coordinates as the processor . It Ia an er ror to call thia routine I f 
tho processors oro not arranged as a 2-d grid. 
Syntax: 
plot_x_y(unslgned short x , unsigned short y , unsigned char color) ; 
Example : . 
unsigned short pix_x, p ix_y; 
unsigned char p lx_colo r ; 
piot_x_y(pix_x, pix_y , pix_color); 
Each selected processor seta tho pixel at 'pix_x ' , ' pix_y ' to tho 
color 'plx_colo r'. 
Syntax: 
void release_fromo_buffer(vold) ; 
Example: 
release_framo_buffer(); 
Frees tho framebuf for to be used by other programs . 
Figure 13: README file for fb library 
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receive quick and thorough responses. Since all members of the cmusers group receive the mail, 
you can learn about problems/bugs with new compilers, upcoming classes and talks, innovative 
algorithms , etc. To join this forum , simply mail your request to be added to the mailing list to 
em users. 
To get help on the mail facility: 
cmsun% man mail 
NPAC supports an online consultant service. To get help, send mail to consult. 
31 









stress calc-tyydy calc_bdisp 
calc..tyzdy 
calc_txzdz 




output..fb H divcurl 
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D Source Code 
D.l wave_3d program 
I• =========================================================== •I 
I• program vave_3d •I 
I• •I 
I• Programmer: Julie Allen •I 
I• Date: 28 February 1989 •I 
I• •I 
I• =========================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Copyright (c) 1989 •I 
I• Intormation Processing and Communications Laboratory •I 
I• Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution •I 
I• All rights reserved. •I 
I• •I 
I• This material cannot be distributed or sold without •I 
I• prior permission of the author(s). •I 
I• •I 
I• =========================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• %cs -0 -o vave_3d vave_3d.cs nd_grid . o •I 
I• %cmattach -b 0.96 -p 16k -v 266k -c S vave_3d a •I 
I• •I 




















I• tunction declarations •I 
void input_dets(void); 
void hetiso(void); 
void make_grid(int dO, i nt d1, int d2) ; 
void setup_fb(void); 
printf("\n **********Program vave_3d **********\n\n"); 
printf("3D :finite difference modeling program\n"); 
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} 
printf("Running on Thinking Machines CMI2 "Parallel Processor\n"); 
printf("Array size: %d XDIM: %d YDIM: %d ZDIM: %d\n", 
TOTAL, XDIM, YDIM, ZDIM); 
I• uefine the 3D grid •I 
[domain model].{ make_grid(XDIM,YDIM,ZDIM);} 
I• setup the frame buffer and color table •I 
setup_fb(); 
I• input model definition and parameters •I 
TIMER_ON; I• start timer •I 




for function input_de:fs:\n"); 
I• stop timer •I 
I• start timer •I 
I• set up initialize conditions •I 
[domain model] .{initialize();} 
printf("Time for initialization:\n"); 
TIMER_OFF; I• stop timer •I 
TIMER_ON; I• start timer •/ 
I• perform hetergeneouslisotropic finite difference calculations •/ 
(void) hetiso(); 
printf("Time for rest of program:\n") ; 
TIMER_OFF; I• stop timer •I 
printf("End of program wave_3d.cs\n"); 
I•=============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function alpha_fct •I 
I• •I 
I•=============================================================== •I 
float model : :alpha_fct(int indx) 
{ 
} 
if(indx < HTEL) 
return(sin(((HTEL-indx-1)I(NTELI2))•PII2 .f)*(0.10f)); 
else 
return(sin(((indx-(ZDIM-HTEL))/(NTELI2))•PII2 .f)•(0.10f)) ; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function boundary •I 
I• •I 
34 





float alphx = O. Ot, alphy = O.Ot, alphz = O. Ot; 
alpha = O.Ot; 
ix = this_coordinate(O); 
iy = this_coordinate(1); 
iz = this_coordinate(2); 
if(iz < NTEL I I iz >= (ZDIM - NTEL)) 
if(iz < NTELI2 I I iz >= (ZDIM - ITELI2)) 
alphz = 0.10:!; 
else 
alphz = alpha_fct(iz); 
if(iy < NTEL I I iy >= (YDIM - ITEL)) 
if(iy < NTELI2 I I iy >= (YDIM - NTELI2)) 
alphy = 0.10!; 
else 
alphy = alpha_fct(iy); 
if(ix < ITEL I I ix >= (XDIM - ITEL)) 
if(ix < ITELI2 I I ix >= (XDIM - ITELI2)) 
alphx = 0 . 10!; 
else 
alphx = alpha_fct(ix); 
alpha = (alphx > alphy) ? alphx 
alpha = (alphz > alpha) ? alphz 
alphy; 
alpha; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function calc_adisp •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 




I• set up temporary 'next' values •I 
tnOu = next(0,~1); 
tn1u = next(1,~1); 
tn2u = next(2,~1); 
tnOv = next(O,tv1); 
35 
} 
tnOw = next(O,~w1); 
I• set up temporary 'prev' values •I 
tpOu = prev(0 ,~1); 
tpOv = prev(O,~v1); 
tp1v = prev(1,~v1); 
tpOw = prev(O,~v1); 
I• term 1: differences placed in 'a' array 
consists of difference terms used in the dldx stress term •I 
+(adisp+O) = (tnOu - u1) • xlamb; 
•(adisp+1) = (u1 - tpOu) • xlamb; 
+(adisp+2) = (v1 - tp1v) • xylamb; 
•(adisp+3)' = (tpOv- prev(1,~tp0v)) • xylamb; 
+(adisp+4) = (v1 - prev(2,~v1)) • xzlamb; 
•(adisp+o) = (tpOw - prev(2,~tp0w)) • xzlamb; 
+(adisp+6) = (next(2,~tn0u) - tnOu) • xzlamb; 
+(adisp+7) = (tn2u - u1) • xzlamb; 
+(adisp+B) = (tnOw - w1) • xlamb; 
+(adisp+9) = (v1 - tpOw) • xlamb; 
+(adisp+10) = (next(1,ttn0u) - tnOu) • xylamb ; 
•(adisp+11) = (tn1u - u1) • xylamb; 
+(adisp+12) = (tnOv - v1) • xlamb ; 
+(adisp+13) = (v1 - tpOv) • xlamb ; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function calc_bdisp •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 
void model :: calc_bdisp(float •bdisp) 
{ 
float tn0u , tn1u,tn1v,tn2v,tn1v; 
float tp1u , tp0v,tp1v,tp1v,tp2v; 
I• set up temporary 'next' values 
tnOu = next(0,~1); 
tn1u = next(1 .~1); 
tn1v = next(1,~v1); 
tn2v = next(2,~v1); 
tn1v = next(1 ,tv1); 
•I 
I• set up temporary 'prev' values •I 
tp1u = prev(1,~1); 
tpOv = prev(O,~v1); 
tp1v = prev(1,tv1); 
36 
} 
tp1w = prev(1,~w1); 
tp2w = prev(2,~w1); 
I• term 2: ditferences placed in 'b' array 
terms used in the dldy str.ess term 
•(bdisp+O) = (next(1.~tn0u) - tn1u) * xylamb; 
*(bdisp+1) = (tnOu - u1) * xylamb; 
•(bdisp+2) = (tn1v - v1) * ylamb; 
•(bdisp+3) = (v1 - tp1v) * ylamb; 
•(bdisp+4) = (tn1w - prev(2,~tn1w)) * yzlamb; 
•(bdisp+S) = (w1 - tp2w) * yzlamb; 
•(bdisp+6) = (tn1u - u1) • ylamb; 
*(bdisp+7) = (u1 - tp1u) • ylamb; 
•(bdisp+S) = (v1 - tpOv) • xylamb; 
•(bdisp+9) = (tp1v - prev(1,~tp0v)) * xylamb; 
•(bdisp+10) = (tn2v - v1) * yzlamb; 
•(bdisp+11) = (next(2,ttp1v) - tp1v) * yzlamb; 
•(bdisp+12) = (tn1w - w1) * ylamb; 
•(bdisp+13) = (w1 - tp1w) * ylamb; 
•I 














I• set up temporary 'next' values 
tnOu = next(O,.tu1); 
tn2u = next(2,.tu1); 
tn2v = next(2,tv1); 
tn1w = next(1,.tw1); 
tn2w = next(2,.tw1); 
•I 
I• set up temporary 'prev' values •I 
tp2u = prev(2,.tu1); 
tp1v = prev(1,.tv1); 
tp2v = prev(2,.tv1); 
tpOw = prev(O,.tw1); 
tp2v = prev(2.~w1); 
I• term 3: difterences placed in 'c' array 
consists ot ditterence terms used in the dldz stress term •I 
•(cdisp+O) = (next(2,.ttn0u) - tn2u) • xzlamb; 
•(cdisp+1) = (tnOu - u1) * xzlamb; 
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•(cdisp+2) = (tn2v - next(2,*tp1v)) * yzlamb; 
•(cdisp+3) = (vl - tp1v) * yzlamb; 
•(cdisp+4) = (tn2v - vl) * zlamb; 
•(cdisp+6) = (wl - tp2v) * zlamb; 
•(cdisp+6) = (tn2u - u1) * zlamb; 
•(cdisp+7) = (u1 - tp2u) * zlamb; 
•(cdisp+8) = (w1 - tpOw) * xzlamb; 
•(cdisp+9) = (tp2v - prev(2,*tp0w)) * xzlamb ; 
•(cdisp+10) = (tn2v - v1) * zlamb; 
•(cdisp+11) = (v1 - tp2v) * zlamb; 
•(cdisp+12) = (tn1v - vl) * yzlamb; 
•(cdisp+13) = (prev(2,ttn1v) - tp2w) * yzlamb; 
} 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function calc_displ •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 
void model : :calc_displ(void) 
{ 
} 
int ix,iy , iz; 
float alph1 , alph2 , alph3 ; 
ix = this_coordinate(O) ; 
iy = this_coordinate(1) ; 
iz : this_coordinate(2); 
if((ix < 1 I I ix >= XDIM) I I (iy < 1 I I iy >= YDIM) I I 




alphl = 2 . f - alpha * alpha; 
alph2 = l.f - 2 . f * alpha; 
alph3 = l.f + 2 . f * alpha; 
uO = (alph1 * u1 - alph2 * u2 + txxdx + txydy + txzdz)lalph3 ; 
vO = (alph1 • v1 - alph2 * v2 + txydx + tyydy + tyzdz)lalph3 ; 
vO = (alphl * w1 - alph2 * w2 + txzdx + tyzdy + tzzdz)lalph3; 
















float amuxy1,amuxy2,amuxy3,amuxy4,amuxyS , amuxy6; 
float amuyz1,amuyz2,amuyz3,amuyz4,amuyzS,amuyz6; 
float amuyz7,amuyz8; 
float abigu1 , abigu2 ; 
float alamb1 , alamb2 ; 
float temp; 
float tnO , tn1,tn2,tpO,tpl,tp2 ; 
float adisp[14]; 
I• first get the displacement difference terms •I 
calc_adisp(adisp) ; 
I• set up temporary values • I 
tnO = next(O,tclp2mu); 
tpO = prev(O , tclp2mu) ; 
I• find the lambda+2mu values for the txx,tyy,tzz positions • I 
alp2u1 = (clp2mu + tn0)12 .f; 
alp2u2 = (clp2mu + tp0)12 .f; 
I• set up temporary values • I 
tnO = next(O,tcmu) ; 
tnl = next(l , tcmu) ; 
tn2 = next(2,tcmu); 
tpO = prev(O,tcmu) ; 
t pl = prev(l,tcmu) ; 
tp2 = prev(2 ,tcmu) ; 
I• next. the mu value for the txz positions 
amuxzl = (emu + tn2)12 . f; 
amuxz2 = (next(O,tcmu) + next(2,ttn0))12 .f; 
amuxz3 = (emu + prev(2,tcmu))l2 . f; 
amuxz4 = (next(O,tcmu) + prev(2,ttn0))12 . f ; 
amuxzS = (prev(O,tcmu) + next(2,ttp0))12 . f ; 
amuxz6 = (prev(O,tcmu) + prev(2,ttp0))12.f; 
I• nov . the mu for the txy posit i ons • I 
amuxyl = (emu + next(1 , tcmu))l2 .f; 
amuxy2 = (next(O , tcmu) + next(1 , ttn0))12 . f ; 
amuxy3 = (emu + prev(1,tcmu))l2.f; 
amuxy4 = (next(O,tcmu) + prev(1, t tn0))12 . f ; 
amuxys = (prev(O , tcmu) + next(l,ttp0))12 . f ; 




I• tinally, the mu tor the tyz positions •I 
temp= next(l , ~tnO); 
amuyzl = (emu+ tnO + tn1 ·+ next(1,~tn0) + tn2 + 
next(2,~tn0) + next(2,~tn1) + next(2.~temp))l8 . t ; 
temp= next(l , ~tnO); 
amuyz2 = (emu+ tnO + tn1 + next(1 , ~tn0) + tp2 + 
prev(2,~tn0) + prev(2,~tn1) + prev(2 . ~temp))l8 . t ; 
temp= prev(l.~tnO); 
amuyz3 = (emu+ tnO + tpl + prev(l , ~tnO) + tn2 + 
next(2,~tn0) + next(2,~tp1) + next(2 ,ttemp))l8 .t; 
temp= prev(l,~tnO); 
amuyz4 = (emu+ tnO + tpl + prev(l.~tnO) + tp2 + 
prev(2,~tn0) + prev(2,~tp1) + prev(2 , ~temp))l8 . t; 
temp= next(l,~tpO); 
amuyzS = (emu+ tpO + tnl + next(1,~tp0) + tn2 + 
next(2 , ~tp0) + next(2,~tn1) + next(2,~temp))IS . t; 
temp= next(l,~tpO) ; 
amuyz6 = (emu + tpO + tnl + next(l . ~tpO) + tp2 + 
prev(2,~tp0) + prev(2,~tn1) + prev(2 ,~temp))l8 . t; 
temp= prev(1,~tp0); 
amuyz7 = (emu+ tpO + tpl + prev(l,~tpO) + tn2 + 
next(2 ,~tp0) + next(2,~tp1) + next(2,~temp))l8 . t; 
temp= prev(1,~tp0); 
amuyz8 = (emu+ tpO + tp1 + prev(1,~tp0) + tp2 + 
prev(2,~tp0) + prev(2,~p1) + prev(2,~temp))IS . t; 
I• next, get the lambda value tor txx,tyy,tzz positions • I 
abigu1 = (amuxzl + amuxz2 + amuxz3 + amuxz4 + 
amuxyl + amuxy2 + amuxy3 + amuxy4 + 
amuyzl + amuyz2 + amuyz3 + amuyz4)112 .t; 
abigu2 = (amuxzl + amuxz3 + amuxz5 + amuxz6 + 
amuxyl + amuxy3 + amuxy5 + amuxy6 + 
amuyz5 + amuyz6 + amuyz7 + amuyz8)l12 . t; 
alamb1 = alp2u1 - 2 . t * abigul; 
alamb2 = alp2u2 - 2 . t * abigu2; 
txxdx = (alp2u1 • adisp[O] - alp2u2 * adisp[l]) + 
(alambl • adisp[2] - alamb2 • adisp[3]) + 
(alambl • adisp[4] - alamb2 * adisp[5]) ; 
I• now include density term •I 
txxdx = txxdxlrho; 




I• Function calc_txydx •I 
I• •I 







tloat adisp [14] ; 
I• first get the displacement difference terms •I 
calc_adisp(adisp); 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O.~cmu); 
tn1 = next(1,~cmu); 
I• now, the mu tor the txy positions •I 
amuxy1 = (emu + next(1,~cmu))l2 . t; 
amuxy2 = (next(O,~cmu) + next(1,~tn0))12 . t; 
txydx = (amuxy2 • adisp[10] - amuxy1 * adisp[11]) + 
(amuxy2 * adisp[12] - amuxy1 * adisp[13]) ; 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,~rho); 
tn1 = next(1.~rho); 
I• density term tor y-displacement •I 
rhov = (rho + tnO + tn1 + next(1,~tn0))14 . t ; 
I• now include density term •I 
txydx = txydxlrhov; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function calc_txydy •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 








I* nov, the mu tor the txy positions •I 
amuxy1 = (emu + next(1,~cmu))l2.t; 
amuxy3 = (emu + prev(1,~cmu))l2.t; 
txydy = (amuxy1 * bdisp[6] - amuxy3 * bdisp[7]) + 
(amuxyl * bdisp[B] - amuxy3 * pdisp[9]) 
I• nov include density term •I 
txydy = txydylrho; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function calc_txzdx •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 







I• first get the displacement difference terms •I 
calc_adisp(adisp); 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,tcmu); 
tn2 = next(2 , tcmu); 
I• next, the mu value tor the txz positions •I 
amuxzl = (emu + tn2)12 . t; 
amuxz2 = (next(O,tcmu) + next(2,ttn0))12. t; 
txzdx = (amuxz2 * adisp[6] - amuxz1 * adisp[7]) + 
(amuxz2 * adisp[B] - amuxzl • adisp[9]) ; 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,~ho); 
tn2 = next(2,trho); 
I• density term tor z-displacement •I 
rhov = (rho + tnO + tn2 + next(2,ttn0))14 .t; 
I• nov include density term •I 
txzdx = txzdxlrhov; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
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I• •I 
I• Function calc_txzdz •I 
I• •I 







I• first get the displacement difference terms •I 
calc_cdisp(cdisp); 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tn2 = next(2,~cmu); 
I• next, the mu value for the txz positions •I 
amuxz1 = (emu + tn2)12.f; 
amuxz3 = (emu + prev(2,~cmu))l2.f; 
txzdz = (amuxz1 * cdisp[6] - amuxz3 • cdisp[7]) + 
(amuxz1 * cdisp[8] - amuxz3 • cdisp[9]); 
I• nov include density term •I 
txzdz = txzdz/rho; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function calc_tyydy •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 













I• first get the displacement difference terms •I 
calc_bdisp(bdisp); 
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I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,telp2mu); 
I• find the lambda+2mu values for the txx,tyy , tzz positions •I 
alp2u1 = (elp2mu + tn0)12 .f; 
alp2u3 = (next(1,telp2mu) + next(1,ttn0))12 .! ; 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,temu); 
tn1 = next(l , temu); 
tn2 = next(2,temu); 
tpO = prev(O,temu); 
tp1 = prev(l,temu); 
tp2 = prev(2,temu); 
I• next, the mu value for the txz positions •I 
amuxz1 = (emu + tn2)12.f; 
amuxz2 = (next(O,temu) + next(2,ttn0))12 . f ; 
amuxz3 = (emu + prev(2,temu))l2 . f; 
amuxz4 = (next(O,temu) + prev(2,ttn0))12.f ; 
amuxz7 = (next(1,temu) + next(2,ttn1))12.f ; 
temp= next(1,ttn0) ; 
amuxz8 = (next(1,ttn0) + next(2,ttemp))l2 .f; 
amuxz9 = (next(l,tcmu) + prev(2 , ttn1))12 . f ; 
temp= next(1,ttn0); 
amuxza = (next(1,ttn0) + prev(2,ttemp))l2 . f ; 
I• nov, the mu for the txy positions •I 
amuxy1 = (emu + next(1,temu))l2.f ; 
amuxy2 = (next(O,temu) + next(1,ttn0))12 . ! ; 
amuxy3 = (emu + prev(1,temu))l2 .!; 
amuxy4 = (next(O , temu) + prev(1,ttn0))12 . f ; 
amuxy7 = (next(1,temu) + next(1,ttn1))12 . f; 
temp= next(1,ttn0) ; 
amuxy8 = (next(1,ttn0) + next(1,ttemp))l2 .f; 
I• finally, the mu for the tyz positions •I 
temp= next(1,ttn0); 
amuyz1 = (emu + tnO + tn1 + next(1,ttn0) + tn2 + 
next(2,ttn0) + next(2,ttn1) + .next(2 , ttemp))l8 .f; 
temp= next(1 , ttn0); 
amuyz2 = (emu + tnO + tn1 + next(1,ttn0) + tp2 + 
prev(2,ttn0) + prev(2,ttn1) + prev(2,ttemp))l8 . f ; 
temp= prev(1,ttn0); 
amuyz3 = (emu+ tnO + tp1 + prev(1,ttn0) + tn2 + 
next(2,ttn0) + next(2,ttp1) + next(2,ttemp))l8 .f; 
temp= prev(1,ttn0); 
amuyz4 = (emu + tnO + tp1 + prev(1,ttn0) + tp2 + 




temp2 = next(1,~tn2); 
temp3 = next(1.~tn0); 
temp3 = next(1,~temp3); 
temp4 = next(1,~tn0); 
amuyz9 = (emu + next(l,~temp) + tn1 + temp + next(1,~temp2) + 
next(2,~temp3) + next(2,~tn1) + next(2,~temp4))18 . t; 
temp= next(1,~tn0); 
temp2 = next(1,~tn1); 
temp3 = next(1,~tn0); 
temp3 = next(1,~temp3); 
temp4 = next(1,~tn0); 
amuyza = (next(1,~tn1) + next(l,~temp) + tn1 + next(1.~tn0) + 
prev(2,~temp2) + prev(2,~temp3) + prev(2,~tn1) + 
prev(2.~temp4))18.t; 
I• next, get the lambda value tor txx,tyy,tzz positions •I 
abigu1 = (amuxz1 + amuxz2 + amuxz3 + amuxz4 + 
amuxy1 + amuxy2 + amuxy3 + amuxy4 + 
amuyz1 + amuyz2 + amuyz3 + amuyz4)112.t; 
abigu3 = (amuxz7 + amuxz8 + amuxz9 + amuxza + 
amuxy7 + amuxy8 + amuxy1 
amuyz1 + amuyz2 + amuyz9 
alamb1 = alp2u1 - 2. t • abigu1; 
alamb3 = alp2u3 - 2.t • abigu3; 
+ amuxy2 + 
+ amuyza)l12 . t; 
tyydy ~ (alamb3 • bdisp[O] - alamb1 • bdisp[1]) + 
(alp2u3 • bdisp[2] - alp2u1 • bdisp[3]) + 
(alamb3 • bdisp[4] - alamb1 • bdisp[S]); 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,trho); 
tnl = next(l,trho); 
I• density term tor y-displacement •I 
rhov = (rho + tnO + tnl + next(l,~tn0))14 . t; 
I• nov include density term •I 
tyydy = tyydylrhov; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function calc_tyzdy •I 
I• •I 








float tn0,tn1,tn2 , tp1; 
tloat bdisp [14] ; 
I* first get the displacement difference terms •I 
calc_bdisp(bdisp); 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,kcmu); 
tn1 = next(l,kcmu); 
tn2 = next(2,kcmu); 
tp1 = prev(l,tcmu); 
I• finally, the mu tor the tyz positions •I 
temp= next(1,ttn0); 
amuyz1 = (emu+ tnO + tn1 + next(1 ,ktn0) + tn2 + 
next(2,ttn0) + next(2,ttn1) + next(2,ttemp))l8 . f ; 
temp= prev(1,ttn0) ; 
amuyz3 = (emu + tnO + tp1 + prev(l,ttnO) + tn2 + 
next(2,ttn0) + next(2 , ttp1 ) + next(2,ttemp))l8 .t; 
tyzdy = (amuyz1 * bdisp[10] - amuyz3 • bdisp[11]) + 
(amuyz1 * bdisp[12] - amuyz3 • bdisp[13]) ; 
I* set up temporary values *I 
tnO = next(O,trho); 
tn2 = next(2,trho); 
I• density term tor z-displacement •I 
rhow = (rho + tnO + tn2 + next(2 , ttn0))14 .f; 
I• now include density term •I 
tyzdy = tyzdylrhow; 
I• ============================================================== • I 
I• •I 
I• Function calc_tyzdz •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 
void model::calc_tyzdz(void) 
{ 
float amuyz1,amuyz2 ; 






I• first get the displacement difference terms •I 
calc_cdisp(cdisp); 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,tcmu); 
tn1 = next(l,~cmu); 
tn2 = next(2.~cmu); 
tp2 = prev(2.~cmu); 
I• finally, the mu for the tyz positions •I 
temp= next(1,ttn0); 
amuyz1 = (emu + tnO + tn1 + next(1,~tn0) + tn2 + 
next(2,ttn0) + next(2,~tn1) + next(2,ttemp))l8 .f; 
temp= next(1,ttn0); 
amuyz2 = (emu+ tnO + tn1 + next(1.~tn0) + tp2 + 
prev(2.~tn0) + prev(2,~tn1) + prev(2.~temp))IS . f; 
tyzdz = (amuyz1 * cdisp[10] - amuyz2 * cdisp[11]) + 
(amuyz1 * cdisp[12] - amuyz2 * cdisp[13]); 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,~ho); 
tn1 = next(l.~ho); 
I• density term for y-displacement •I 
rhov = (rho + tnO + tn1 + next(1 . ~tn0))14 .f ; 
I• now include density term •I 
tyzdz = tyzdzlrhov; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function calc_tzzdz •I 
I• •I 















I• first get the displacement difference terms •I 
calc_cdisp(cdisp); 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,tclp2mu); 
I• find the lambda+2mu values f or the txx,tyy,tzz positions •I 
alp2u1 = (clp2mu + tnO)I2.f; 
alp2u4 = (next(2,tclp2mu) + next(2,ttn0))12 .f; 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,tcmu); 
tnl = next(l,tcmu); 
tn2 = next(2 , tcmu); 
tpl = prev(l , tcmu) ; 
tp2 = prev(2,tcmu) ; 
I• next, the mu value for the txz positions •I 
amuxzl = (emu + tn2)12 . f ; 
amuxz2 = (next(O,~cmu) + next(2,ttn0))12 .f ; 
amuxz3 = (emu + prev(2,~cmu))l2.f ; 
amuxz4 = (next(O,~cmu) + prev(2,~tn0))12 . f; 
amuxzb = (next(2,~cmu) + next(2,~tn2))12 . f; 
temp2 = next(2,~tn0); 
amuxzc = (next(2,~tn0) + next(2,~temp))l2 . f ; 
I• nov, the mu for the txy positions •I 
amuxyl = (emu+ next(1,tcmu))l2.f; 
amuxy2 = (next(O,temu) + next(1,ttn0))12 .f; 
amuxy3 = (emu+ prev(1,~cmu))l2 . f ; 
amuxy4 = (next(O,~cmu) + prev(1,ttn0))12 .f; 
amuxy9 = (next(2,tcmu) + next(2,ttn1))12 . f ; 
temp= next(1,ttn0); 
amuxya = (next(2,ttn0) + next (2,ttemp))l2 .f; 
amuxyb = (next(2,tcmu) + next(2,ttp1))12 .f; 
temp= prev(1,~tn0); 
amuxyc = (next(2 , ttn0) + next(2,ttemp))l2 .f; 
I• finally, the mu for the tyz positions • I 
temp= next(l,ttnO); 
amuyz1 = (emu+ tnO + tnl + next(l,ttnO) + tn2 + 
next(2,ttn0) + next(2,~tn1) + next(2 , ttemp)) l 8 . f ; 
temp= next(l,ttnO); 
amuyz2 = (emu + tnO + tnl + next(l,ttnO) + tp2 + 
prev(2 , ttn0) + prev(2,ttn1) + prev(2 , t t emp) ) l8 .f ; 
temp= prev(l,ttnO); 
amuyz3 = (emu+ tnO + tpl + prev(1,ttn0) + tn2 + 
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} 
next(2,~tn0) + next(2,~tp1) + next(2.~temp))l8.f; 
temp= prev(1,~tn0); 
amuyz4 = (emu + tnO + tp1 + prev(1,~tn0) + tp2 + 
prev(2,~tn0) + prev(2.~tp1) + prev(2.~temp))l8 . f; 
temp= next(2,~tn0); 
temp2 = next(2,~tn1); 
temp3 = next(1,~tn0); 
temp3 = next(2,~temp3); 
temp4 = next(1,~tn0); 
amuyzb = (next(2.~tn2) + next(2.~temp) + next(2,~temp2) + 
next(2,~temp3) + tn2 + next(2 . ~tn0) + next(2,~tn1) + 
next(2,~temp4))18.f; 
temp= next(2,~tn0); 
temp2 = next(2 . ~tp1) ; 
temp3 = prev(1,ttn0); 
temp3 = next(2.~temp3); 
temp4 = prev(1,ttn0); 
amuyzc = (next(2,~tn2) + next(2.~temp) + next(2,~temp2) + 
next(2,~temp3) + tn2 + next(2.~tn0) + next(2.~tp1) + 
next(2,~temp4))18 . f; 
I• next , get the lambda value for txx,tyy,tzz positions 
abigu1 = (amuxz1 + amuxz2 + amuxz3 + amuxz4 + 
amuxy1 + amuxy2 + amuxy3 + amuxy4 + 
amuyz1 + amuyz2 + amuyz3 + amuyz4)112 . f ; 
abigu4 = (amuxz1 + amuxz2 + amuxzb + 
amuxy9 + amuxya + amuxyb + 
amuyz1 + amuyz3 + amuyzb + 
alamb1 = alp2u1 - 2 . f * abigu1; 
alamb4 = alp2u4 - 2 . f * abigu4 ; 
amuxzc + 
amuxyc + 
amuyzc) l 12. f ; 
tzzdz = (alamb4 • cdisp[O] - alamb1 • cdisp[1]) + 
(alamb4 * cdisp[2] - alamb1 • cdisp[3]) + 
(alp2u4 * cdisp[4] - alp2u1 * cdisp[5]) 
I• set up temporary values •I 
tnO = next(O,~rho); 
tn2 = next(2 , trho); 
I• density term for z-displacement •I 
rhow = (rho + tnO + tn2 + next(2 , ttn0))14.f; 
I• now include density term •I 
tzzdz = tzzdzlrhow; 
•I 
I• ============================================================== • I 
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I• •I 
I* Function divcurl - calculate the divergence and curl •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 




mono float div_min,div_max; 
I• zero out div and curl values •I 
div = curlx = curly = curlz = 0.0; 
I• calculate divergence and curl •I 
ix = this_coordinate(O) ; 
iy = this~coordinate(l); 
iz = this_coordi nate(2); 
if((ix < 1 I I ix >= XDIM) I I (iy < 1 I I iy >= YDIM) I I 








(next(O , tu1) - u1)ldx + (v1 - prev(l , tvl))ldy + 
(wl - prev(2,tw1))1dz ; 
= (next(l ,tw1) - w1)ldy - (next(2 , tvl) - v1)ldz ; 
= (next(2,tu1) - ul)ldz - (w1 - prev(O , twl))ldx; 
= (vl - prev(O,tvl))ldx - (next(1,tu1) - u1)ldy ; 
I• get minimum and maximum div • I 
div_min <?= div ; 
div_max >?= div ; 
printf( "minimum div : %14 .7e maximum div: %14 .7e\n" , div_min,div_max); 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I* Function force •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 
force(int ix,int jy,int kz,int ltime,float •fsorsu,float •fsorsv,float •fsorsw) 
{ 
int del; 
float ru,rv ,rw,hx,hy,hz; 
float xpwidt,gtp,gt ,dircsx,dircsy , dircsz; 
float time = ltime * dt; 
float hh(float r); 




I• calculate range values (radii) for u,v, and ~ grid points •I 
ru = sqrt((ix•ix) • (dx•dx) + (jy•jy) * (dy*dy) + (kz•kz) * (dz*dz)); 
rv = sqrt(((ix+0.5f)•(ix+0.6f)) * (dx*dx) + ((jy+0 . 5f)•(jy+0.5f)) .* 
(dy•dy) + (kz•kz) • (dz•dz)); 
r~ = sqrt(((ix+O.Sf)•(ix+0 .6f)) * (dx•dx) + (jy•jy) * (dy•dy) + 
((kz+O.Sf)*(kz+O.Sf)) * (dz*dz)); 
I• calculate 'jagged' sine ~ave for x,y, and z - spatial scaling function 
applied to the time dependent source function •I 
hx = 2 .fl(del•del) * (-ru•hh(ru) + 2 . f • (ru - dell2.f)•hh(ru-dell2.f) -
(ru-del)•hh(ru-del)); 
hy = 2 .fl(del•del) * (-rv*hh(rv) + 2.f * (rv - dell2.f)*hh(rv-dell2.f) -
(rv-del)*hh(rv-del)); 
hz = 2.fl(del•del) * (-rw•hh(r~) + 2.f * (rw - dell2.f)*hh(r~-dell2 . f) -
(r~-del)•hh(r~-del)); 
I• no~ the time dependence (gaussian) •I 
xpwidt =(PI* fpeak) • (PI* fpeak); 
gtp = exp(- (time•time) * xp~idt); 
gt = -2.f•xpwidt•(t.f-2.f•xp~idt•(time•time)) * gtp; 
I• finally, put it all together •I 
dircsx = (ix•dx)lru; 
dircsy = ((jy+O .Sf)*dy)lrv; 
dircsz = ((kz+0 . 5f)•dz)lr~; 
*fsorsu = gt * hx • dircsx; 
•fsorsv = gt * hy * dircsy ; 
•fsors~ = gt *hz • dircsz; 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function hetiso.cs •I 
I• •I 
I* ============================================================== •I 
void hetiso() 
{ 
mono int ltime; 
mono char lsors; 
void source(int ltime); 
void output_files(mono int ltime); 
lsors = TRUE; I• input a source •I 
I• boundary conditions can be set up outside time loop for parallel •I 




I* time loop - start at time step nt1 = 3 •I 
for (ltime = nt1 ; ltime <= nt; ltime++) 
{ 
I• calculate the stress derivative terms •I 
[domain model] .{stress();} 
I• now, calculate displacements •I 
[domain model].{calc_displ();} 
I• update the time series •I 
[domain model].{update();} 
I• input the source •I 
if(lsors) 
source(ltime) ; 
I• output options here •I 
if (ltime % snap_file == 0) 
output_files(ltime); 
I• output to frame buffer •I 
if (ltime % snap_fb == 0) 
[domain model].{output_fb();} 
} I• end of time loop •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function hh •I 
I• •I 
I* ============================================================== •I 
float hh(float r) 
{ 
} 





if(r < 0 . 00001) 
return(0 . 6) ; 
else 
return(1 . 0) ; 
I• ========~===================================================== •I 
I• •I 
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I• Function initialize - initialize the grid •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 
void model::initialize() 
{ 
uO = u1 = u2 = 0.0; 
vO = v1 = v2 = 0.0; 
wO = w1 = w2 = 0 . 0; 
} 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function input_defs •I 
I• •I 





int nzones ,nx1,ny1,nz1.nxn,nyn.nzn; 
float dt2.cclamb,ccmu,trho; 
I• open the file containing model parameters •I 
if ((fp = fopen("xmodel .dat","r")) ==lULL) 
printf("Error opening input file : xmodel.dat\n") ; 
I• read model parameters •I 
fscanf(fp."%d", bt); 
printf("lumber of time steps: %d\n\n" . nt); 
f scanf ( fp. "%f%f%f%f" • ~dx. ~dy. tdz. tdt) ; 
fscanf(fp."%d%d", tsnap_file. tsnap_fb); 
f scanf ( fp. "%d%d%d~.d" • ~out_fb. tout_xy . ~out_yz. tout_xz) ; 
fscanf(fp."%d%d%d%f". tisx,ltisy.ltisz.Hpeak) ; 
nt1 = 3 ; 
I• calculate lambda factors for use in ddispl • I 
dt2 = dt•dt; 
xlamb = dt2l(dx•dx); 
ylamb = dt2l(dy•dy); 
zlamb = dt2l(dz*dz); 
xylamb = dt2l(dx•dy); 
xzlamb = dt2l(dx*dz); 
yzlamb = dt2l(dy*dz); 
I• read in number of zones of different elasticity. then read in 
constants for each zone •I 
fscanf(fp,"%d". tnzones); 





fscanf(fp,"%d%d%d%d%d%d", bx1,by1,.tnz1,bxn,tnyn,.tnzn) ; 
fscanf(fp,"%f%f%f", .tcclamb,tccmu,ttrho); 
I• make the parallel variable assignments in parallel •I 
[domain model] . { 
} 
int ix,iy,iz; 
ix = this_coordinate(O); 
iy = this_coordinate(1); 
iz = this_coordinate(2); 
I• select the active processors •I 
if((ix >= nx1) tt (ix <= nxn) tt 
(iy >= ny1) aa (iy <= nyn) ta 
(iz >= nz1) ta (iz <= nzn)) 
{ 
clamb = cclamb; 
emu = ccmu; 
clp2mu = cclamb + 2 . f • ccmu; 
rho = trho; 
} I• end if •I 
I• end domain •I 
I• end for •I 
I• ==============================================~==~=======~==== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function itoa - integer to ASCII conversion •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== •I 
void itoa(int n, char sO) 
{ 
int i, sign; 
void reverse(char s 0); 
if((sign = n) < 0) 
n = -n; 
I• record sign •I 
} 
i = 0; 
do { 
I• make n positive •I 
s[i++] = n% 10 + '0'; 
} while ((n I= 10) > 0); 
if (sign < 0) 
s[i++] = •-•; 
s[i] = '\0' ; 
reverse(s); 
I• ============================================================== •I 
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mono int nx2 = (XDIMI2)-1, ny2 = (YDIMI2)-1, nz2 = (ZDIMI2)-1 ; 
mono float slope, intercept; 
unsigned char color; 
int ix,iy,iz; 
I• calculate divergence and curl •I 
divcurl(); 
I• get minimum and maximum div and curl via reduction, use to •I 
I• scale for frame buffer •I 
slope= 23.0f I ((>?= div) - (<?= div)) ; 
intercept= 1 .0f- slope • (<?= div); 
I• calculate the color •I 
color = slope • div + intercept; 
I• select processors to display 
ix = this_coordinate(O); 
iy = this_coordinate(1); 
iz = this_coordinate(2); 
I• plot the xy plane •I 
if(out_fb -- 1) 
{ 
if(iz -- nz2) 
•I 
plot_x_y((unsigned short)ix, (unsigned short)iy , color); 
} 
I• plot the yz plane •I 
if(out_fb -- 2) 
{ 
if(ix -- nx2) 
plot_x_y((unsigned short)iy, (unsigned short)iz , color); 
} 
I• plot the xz plane •I 
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} 
i:f(out_fb -- 3) 
{ 
if(iy -- ny2) 
plot_x_y((unsigned short)ix, (unsigned short)iz, color); 
} 
I• ============================================================== •I 
I• •I 
Function output_files 
output options : 
xy_out = 1 to 
yz_out = 1 to 
xz_out = 1 to 
- write out ASCII disk files 
output div_xy and curlz 
output div_yz and curlx 















I• ============================================================== •I 
void output_files(mono int ltime) 
{ 
mono int i,j,k,indx , indx2; 
mono int nx2 = (XDIMI2)-1, ny2 = (YDIMI2)-1 , nz2 = (ZDIMI2)-1; 
char divxy[15], divyz[15], divxz[15]; 
char curlx[15], curly[15], curlz[15]; 
char tstep[4], extent[5] ; 
FILE •fp_divxz , •fp_divyz, •fp_divxy ; 
FILE •fp_curlx, •fp_curly, *fp_curlz; 
char •strcat(char *file1, char •file2); 
char •strcpy(char *file1, char *file2); 
void itoa(int n, char •s); 
strcpy(extent ," . dat") ; 
itoa(ltime , tstep); 
itoa(ltime, tstep); 
I• open ASCII output files f or div and curl • I 
if(out_xy) 
{ 
strcpy(divxy,"divxy_" ) ; 
strcat(divxy, tstep); 
strcat(divxy. extent) ; 
printf("Opening file Y.s\n", d ivxy) ; 
if ((fp_divxy = fopen(divxy, "w")) -- lULL) 
printf("Error opening output file : Y.s\n" , divxy); 
strcpy(curlz ,"curlz_") ; 
strcat(curlz , tstep); 
strcat(curlz, extent); 
printf("Opening file Y.s\n", curlz); 
if ((fp_curlz = :fopen(curlz, "w")) == BULL) 
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print:f("Opening file %s\n", divyz) ; 
if ((:fp_divyz = fopen(divyz,"w")) -- NULL) 




print:f("Opening :file %s\n", curlx); 
if ((:fp_curlx = :fopen(curlx,"w")) --lULL) 








print:f("Opening :file %s\n", divxz); 
if ((:fp_divxz = :fopen(divxz,"w")) ==lULL) 




print:f("Opening :file %s\n", curiy); 
i:t ((:fp_curly = :fopen(curly,"w")) == lULL) 
print:f("Error opening output :file: %s\n", curly); 
I• calculate divergence and curl •I 
[domain model].{divcurl() ;} 
I• write out principal axis output plot files (snapshot output plots) •I 
i:f(out_xy) 
{ 
:fprint:f(:fp_divxy,"divergence- xy plane at z = %d : \n", nz2); 
:for(i = 0 ; i < XDIM; i++) 
:for(j = 0; j < YDIM; j++) 
{ 
} 
indx = index_:from_grid(i,nz2,j); 
:fprintf(fp_divxy, "%9 . 2e ",point[indx] .div); 




fprintf(fp_curlz, "curlz- xy plane at z = %d: \n" , nz2); 
tor(i = 0; i < XDIM; i++) 
for(j = 0; j < YDIM; j++) 
{ 
} 
indx = index_from_grid(i,nz2,j); 
fprintf(fp_curlz, "%9.2e ",point[indx].curlz); 




fprintf(:fp_divyz, "divergence - yz plane at x = %d: \n", nx2) ; 
for(i = 0; i < YDIM; i++) 
for(j = 0; j < ZDIM; j++) 
{ 
} 
indx = index_from_grid(i,nx2,j); 
fprintf(fp_divyz, "%9 .2e ",point[indx] . div); 
if(((j+l)% 8) == 0) fprintf(fp_divyz , "\n") ; 
fprintf(fp_divyz, "\n" ) ; 
fprintf(fp_curlx, "curlx - yz plane at x = %d:\n" , nx2) ; 
for(i = 0; i < YDIM ; i++) 
for(j = 0; j < ZDIM ; j++) 
{ 
} 
indx = index_:from_grid(i,nx2 , j); 
fprintf(fp_curlx , "%9 .2e " ,point[indx] . curlx) ; 





fprintf(:fp_divxz, "divergence- xz plane at y = %d: \n", ny2); 
for(i = 0; i < XDIM; i++) 
for(j = 0; j < ZDIM; j++) 
{ 
} 
indx = index_:from_grid(i,ny2 , j) ; 
fprintf(fp_divxz, "%9 . 2e ",point[indx].div) ; 
i:f(((j+l) % 8) == 0) fprintf(fp_divxz, "\n") ; 
fprintf(:fp_divxz, "\n") ; 
:fprint:f(:fp_curly, "curly- xz plane at y = %d:\n", ny2) ; 




for(j = 0; j < ZDIM; j++) 
{ 
} 
indx = index_from_grid(i,ny2,j); 
fprintf(fp_curly, "%9 .2e ",point[indx] . curly); 
if(((j+l)% 8) == 0) fprintf(fp_curly, "\n") ; 
fprintf(fp_curly , "\n"); 
I • ============================================================== •I 
I• • I 
I• Function reverse • I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================== • I 
void reverse( char s 0) 
{ 
int c,i,j; 
int strlen(char •s); 




c = s [i] ; 
s [i] = s [j]; 
s [j] = c ; 
I•=============================================================== • I 
I• •I 
I• Function setup_fb - initialize frame buffer •I 





int i ; 
I• initialize the frame buffer •I 
init_frame_buffer(128,128) ; 
I• define the color table • I 
for(i=O; i<26; i++) 
set_color(i+l , 240-i*lO, i•lO , i•lO); 
} 
I• =========================================================== •I 
I• • I 
I• Function source - updates the displacement values •I 
for the source by calling function force • I 
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which calculates the 
a point source . The 
by [isx] [isy][isz]. 
force representation of •I 




void source(int ltime) 
{ 
int i,j,k,ix,jy,kz,pt_indx; 
float xoff = i . Oe-10; 
float fsorsu,fsorsv,tsorsw; 
tor (i = 0; i <= DEL; i++) 
{ 
ix = 0 - i; 
for (j = 0; j <= DEL; j++) 
{ 
jy = 0 - j; 
for (k = 0 ; k <= DEL; k++) 
{ 
kz = 0 - k; 
if ((ix == 0) ~t (jy -- 0) ~t (kz == 0)) 
else 
{ 
force(ix , jy,kz,ltime,atsorsu,~tsorsv , ~fsorsw) ; 
•I 
•I 
I• add the forcing term to di~placements at corners of cubes •I 
if ((ix != 0) ~~ (jy != 0) ~~ (kz != 0)) 
{ 
I• get the point index for the location to be calculated •I 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix, isy+jy,isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx] .u1 + fsorsu; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy-jy,isz+kz); 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx] .u1 + fsorsu ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix, isy-jy,isz-kz) ; 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx] .u1 + fsorsu; 
pt_i ndx = index_from_grid(isx+i x,isy+jy,isz-kz); 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx] .u1 + fsorsu; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix,isy-jy,isz+kz); 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx].u1- fsorsu; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix,isy-jy, isz-kz) ; 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx] .u1- fsorsu; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx- ix,isy+jy, isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx] .u1- fsorsu; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix , isy+jy , isz-kz); 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx].u1- fsorsu ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy+jy,isz+kz) ; 
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} 
point[pt_indx].v1 = point[pt_indx].v1 + fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy-jy-1,isz+kz); 
point[pt_indx].v1 = point[pt_indx] .v1- fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-f,isy+jy,isz+kz); 
point[pt_indx].v1 = point[pt_indx].v1 + fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-1,isy-jy-1,isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx] .v1 = point[pt_indx].v1- fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy+jy,isz-kz); 
point[pt_indx] .v1 = point[pt_indx] .v1 + fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix , isy-jy-1,isz-kz); 
point[pt_indx] . v1 = point[pt_indx] .v1- fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-1,isy+jy,isz-kz); 
point[pt_indx] .v1 = point[pt_indx] . v1 + fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-1,isy-jy-1,isz-kz); 
point[pt_indx].v1 = point[pt_indx] . v1- fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy+jy , isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx].w1 = point[pt_indx].w1 + fsorsw ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy+jy,isz-kz-1); 
point[pt_indx].w1 = point[pt_indx].w1- fsorsw; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(iax+ix,isy-jy,iaz+kz); 
point(pt_indx] .w1 = point(pt_indx] . w1 + fsorsw; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy-jy,isz-kz-1); 
point(pt_indx].w1 = point(pt_indx].w1- faorav; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-1,isy+jy,isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx].v1 = point[pt_indx] . w1 + fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-1,isy+jy,isz-kz-1); 
point(pt_indx] .v1 = point[pt_indx] .w1- fsorsv ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-1,isy-jy,isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx] .v1 = point[pt_indx] .v1 + fsorsw; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-l,isy-jy , isz-kz- 1); 
point[pt_indx].v1 = point(pt_indx] .v1- fsorsw ; 
I• find values at the xy corners in the z-plane of the source •I 
else 
if ((ix != 0) tt (jy != 0)) 
{ 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy+jy , isz); 
point(pt_indx].u1 = point(pt_indx] .u1 + fsorsu ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy-jy , isz) ; 
point[pt_indx].u1 = point[pt_indx] .u1 + fsorsu ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix,isy+jy , isz); 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point(pt_indx] .u1- fsorsu ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix,isy-jy , isz) ; 
point[pt_indx].u1 = point(pt_indx] .u1- tsorsu; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix , isy+jy,isz); 
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} 
point[pt_indx].v1 = point[pt_indx] . v1 + fsorsv ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy-jy-1,isz); 
point[pt_indx].v1 = point[pt_indx] .v1- fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-1,isy+jy,isz); 
point[pt_~ndx] . v1 = point[pt_indx] . v1 + fsorsv; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-1,isy-jy-1,isz); 
point[pt_indx] .v1 = point[pt_indx] . v1- fsorsv ; 
I• no w-displacement updates needed here •I 
I• next the xz corners within the y-plane of the source •I 
else 
if ((ix != 0) AA (kz != 0)) 
{ 
} 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix , isy,isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx].u1 = point[pt_indx] .u1 + fsorsu: 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix , isy , isz-kz) ; 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx].u1 + fsorsu ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix , isy,isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx].u1 = point[pt_indx] .u1- fsorsu ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix,isy , isz-kz); 
point[pt_indx] .u1 = point[pt_indx].u1 - fsorsu; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(i~x+ix , isy , isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx] . w1 = point[pt_indx] . w1 + fsorsw ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy,isz- kz-1) ; 
point[pt_indx] .v1 = point[pt_indx] . w1 - fsorsv ; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix-1,isy,isz+kz) ; 
point[pt_indx].v1 = point[pt_indx] .v1 + fsorsw; 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx- ix- 1,isy,isz-kz- 1) ; 
point[pt_indx] . w1 = point[pt_indx].w1- fsorsw ; 
I• no v-displacement updates needed here •I 
I• note: if jy != 0 and kz != 0 (i . e . ix = 0) then no updates 
to displacement are needed since the v and w updates 
have already been handled in the previous sections 
(due to the staggered grid geometry and there is no 
u update because of symmetry . •I 
else 
I• rema1n1ng updates are for the case of two zero values and one 
non-zero value for ix , jy,kz (but only ix != 0 is needed 
because of symmetry) •I 
if ((ix != 0) tt (jy == 0) tt (kz == 0)) 
{ 
pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx+ix,isy,isz); 








pt_indx = index_from_grid(isx-ix,isy,isz); 
point[pt_indx].u1 = point[pt_indx].u1- fsorsu; 
I• check on the magnitude of the 9-3,0,0) forsu term -
if abs(this term) < xoff then source is negligible 
and is turned off . lote: only check this after a full 
cycle since don't want to shut off at zero crossing •I 
if(ltime > 26) 
if(ix == -3) 
if(fabs(fsorsu) < xoff) 
lsors = FALSE; 
I• =========================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function stress •I 
I• •I 




ix = this~coordinate(O); 
iy = this_coordinate(1); 
iz = this_coordinate(2); 
if((ix < 1 I I ix >= (XDIM-1)) I I (iy < 1 I I iy >= (YDIM-1)) I I 





calc_ txydy () ; 
calc_txzdz(); 
calc_txydx(); 
calc_ tyydy () ; 






I• =========================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• Function update •I 
I• •I 
I• =========================================================== •I 
void model: :update(void) 
{ 
u2 = ul ; 
v2 = vl; 
ll2 = Ill; 
ul = uO; 
vl = vO; 
Ill = llO ; 
} 
I* =========================================================== •I 
I• •I 
I• End ot llave_3d functions •I 
I• •I 
I• =========================================================== •I 
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.. 
I• ============================================================ • I 
I• vave_3d.hs - include file for vave_3d . cs •I 
I• •I 
I• Programmer: Julie Allen •I 
I• Date: 28 February 1989 •I 
I• •I 
I• ============================================================ •I 
I• •I 
I• Copyright (c) 1989 •I 







Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution •I 
All rights reserved. •I 
This material cannot be distributed or sold vithout 
prior permission of the author(s) . 
I• ============================================================ 


















for 30 finite difference modeling 






3 . 14169266! 
1 
0 
#define SET_DEBUG FALSE 








mono char out_:fb = FALSE, out_xy = FALSE, out_yz = FALSE, out_xz = FALSE; 
mono int snap_:file,snap_fb,nt,nt1; 
mono :float xlamb,ylamb,zlamb ,xylamb,xzlamb,yzlamb; 
mono float dx,dy,dz,dt,:fpeak; 
mono int isx,isy,isz; 
mono char lsors, DEBUG = FALSE; 
I* define the domain for the parallel variables - 27 variables = 108 bytes •I 









:float txxdx . txydy.txzdz ; 
float txydx . tyydy.tyzdz; 
:float txzdx.tyzdy.tzzdz; 
float alpha; 
float div . curlx.curly.curlz ; 
float alpha_:fct(int indx) ; 
void boundary(.void); 
void calc_adisp(float •adisp); 
void calc_bdisp(float *bdisp) ; 
void calc_cdisp(:float •cdisp) ; 
void calc_displ(void) ; 
void calc_txxdx(void) ; 
void calc_txydy(void) ; 
void calc_txzdz(void) ; 
void calc_txydx(void) ; 
void calc_tyydy(void) ; 
void calc_tyzdz(void); 
void calc_txzdx(void) ; 
void calc_tyzdy(void) ; 
void calc_tzzdz(void) ; 
void divcurl(voi d) ; 
void initialize(void) ; 
void output_fb(void) ; 
void stress(void) ; 
void update(void) ; 
} point [TOTAL] ; 
I• ============================================================ • I 
66 




c Programmer: Julie Allen 
c Date: 16 June 1989 
c 
c Copyright (c) 1989 
c Intormation Processing and Communications Laboratory 
c Woods Bole Oceanographic Institution 
c All rights reserved. 
c 
c This material cannot be distributed or sold without 
c prior permission ot the author(s). 
c 
c================================================================ 
c Program is currently hardwired tor models with dimensions 
c 64x64x64 
c 
c Convert tormatted tiles output on CM and transferred via ftp to 











print '(1x,a,$)','Enter scale factor (1 for no scaling) : 1 
read •,scale 




c Open output file 
c 
c 
open(ioutfile,status= ' new',form='unformatted') 
read(infile,1001,err=800,end=900) dummy 
do i=1,64 












i!(scale .ne . 1 .0) then 
valmin = 1000 .0 
valmax = -1000 . 0 
do i=1,64 
do j=1,64 
value(i,j) = value(i,j) • scale 
if(value(i,j) . lt .valmin) valmin = value(i,j) 
i!(value(i,j).gt .valmax) valmax = value(i,j) 
end do 
end do 




write(ioutfile) ((value(i , j) ,i=1, 64),j=1,64) 
go to 900 
800 call errsns(ierr,,,iunit) 
print •,•errsns # ',ierr ,' on unit ',iunit 
900 close(in!ile) 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I• fb - c• frame buffer functions 
I• 
I• Author: Robert Whaley 
I• E-mail: whaleyOnrl-cmf .arpa 
I• us mail: Robert Whaley 
I• laval Research Lab 
I• Code 6160 
I• Washington, D.C. 
I• Phone: (202)" 404-7019 
I• Affiliate: TMC 
#include <stdio.hs> 
#include <cmlparis . hs> 
#include <cmlcmfb .hs> 
#include "nd_grid .hs" 
#include "fb.hs" 
(Site Rep at 
20376-6000 
liRL) 
#define bit_sizeof(x) (8 • sizeof(x)) 
static struct CKFB_display_id my_display; 
static CM_vp_set_id_t my_vp_set; 
static CM_vp_set_id_t old_vp_set; 
static CM_vp_set_id_t same_geo_vp_set; 
static CM_geometry_id_t my_geometry; 
static CM_memaddr_t my_color ; 
int CMFB_width(struct CKFB_display_id •); 











CKFB_butter_id_t CKFB_spare_butter(struct CKFB_display_id •) ; 
void CMFB_switch_butter(struct CKFB_display_id *• CM_bufter_id_t); 
unsigned _CMI_get_field_address_trom_field_id_safely(CM_field_id_t); 
unsigned _CMI_tield_location(unsigned); 
void _CMI_physical_move_always(unsigned, unsigned, unsigned); 
char •getenv(char • name); 
void init_frame_bufter(int x_dim, int y_dim) { 
unsigned dims[2]; 
int physical_x, physical_y; 
int zoom; 
same_geo_vp_set = CM_allocate_vp_set(CM_vp_set_geometry (CM_current_vp_set) ); 
75 
dims[O] = x_dim; 
dims[1] = y_dim; 
my_geometry = CM_create_geometry(dims,2) ; 
my_vp~set = CM_allocate_vp_set(my_geometry); 
if (CMFB_attach_display(getenv("CM_FRAMEBUFFER") , tmy_display)) { 
if (getenv("CM_FRAMEBUFFER")) { 









printf("init_frame_buffer : Could not attach frame buffer.\n"); 
printf("Probably using sequencers that have no frame buffer .\n") ; 
CMFB_initialize_display(tmy_display, 8, 1) ; 
CMFB~initialize_color_table(tmy_display); 
physical_x = CMFB_vidth(tmy_display); 
physical_y = CMFB_height(tmy_display) ; 
zoom = ((physical_x I x_dim) <? (physical_y I y_dim) ) - 1 ; 
CMFB_set_zoom(tmy_display , zoom, zoom, 0) ; 
old_vp_set = CM_current_vp_set; 
CM_set_vp_set(my_vp_set) ; 
my_color = (CM_memaddr_t) CM_allocate_heap_fi eld(8); 
CM_u_move_zero_alvays_1L(my_color, 8) ; 
CM_set_vp_set(old_vp_set) ; 






void void::plot_x_y(unsigned short x, unsigned shorty , 
unsigned char color) { 
mono CK_vp_set_id_t old_vp_set; 
mono CMFB_buffer_id_t the_bufter; 
unsigned int a_send_address ; 
old_vp_set = CM_current_vp_set ; 
CM_set_vp_set(my_vp_set) ; 
76 
CM_u_move_zero_always_1L(my_color, 8) ; 
CM_set_vp_set(old_vp_set) ; 
CMFB_shuffle_from_x_y(ta_send_address, tx, ty, my_geometry) ; 
CM_send_1L(my_color, ta_send_address, tcolor, bit_sizeof(color), 
(CM_field_id_t)CM_do_not_notify_token()) ; 
CM_set_vp_set(my_vp_set); 
the_buffer = CMFB_spare_buffer(tmy_display); 





void void :: plot_x_y_over(unsigned short x , unsigned short y , 
unsigned char color) { 
mono CM_vp_set_id_t old_vp_set ; 
mono CMFB_buffer_id_t the_buffer ; 
unsigned int a_send_address ; 
old_vp_set = CM_current_vp_set; 
CM_set_vp_set(my_vp_set); 
CM_set_vp_set(old_vp_set) ; 
CMFB_shutfle_trom_x_y(ta_send_address, tx, ty, my_geometry) ; 
CM_send_1L(my_color, ta_send_address , tcolor, bit_sizeof(color), 
(CM_tield_id_t)CM_do_not_notify_token()) ; 
CM_set_vp_set(my_vp_set); 
the_butfer = CMFB_spare_butter(tmy_display); 
CMFB_write_preshutfled_always(tmy_display , the_buffer, my_color , 
0, 0); 
} 
CMFB_switch_buffer(tmy_display, the_buffer) ; 
CM_set_vp_set(old_vp_set) ; 
voi d void : :plot_trom_grid(unsigned char color) { 
mono CHFB_buffer_id_t the_buffer; 
mono int vp_index ; 
void void: : • mono color_prime; 
mono unsigned color_phys_loc, color_prime_phys_loc; 
color_phys_loc = (unsigned) tcolor ; 
old_vp_set = CM_current_vp_set; 
CM_set_vp_set(same_geo_vp_set); 
vp_index = CH_geometry_total_vp_ratio(CM_vp_set_geometry(old_vp_set)) ; 









color_prime_phys_loc += 8; 
color_phys_loc += (unsigned) CK_user_memory_address_limit + 4; 
} 
the_buffer = CKFB_spare_buffer(tmy_display); 




I• fb .hs - include file for fb library •/ 
void set_color(int color_id, int red, int green, int blue) { 
CHFB_vrite_color(tmy_display, CHFB_red, color_id, red); 
CKFB_write_color(tmy_display, CHFB_green, color_id, green); 
CHFB_vrite_color(tmy_display, CHFB_blue, color_id, blue); 
} 
void init_frame_buffer(int x_dim, int y_dim); 
void release_frame_buffer(void); 
void void : :plot_x_y(unsigned short x, unsigned shorty , 
unsigned char color); 
void void::plot_x_y_over(unsigned short x, unsigned shorty, 
unsigned char color) ; 
void void::plot_from_grid(unsigned char color); 
void set_color(int color_id, int red, int green, int blue); 
78 
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